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SUPERMARKET/ FOOD DISTRIBUTER

EATERY PLACE

GRANTON 1:5000

AGE GROUP

65 plus
11% 0 to 15

20%

16 to 34
33%

35 to 64
36%

Economically 
active
70%

Economically 
inactive
30%

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Other Household
 Style

8%

One Person 
Household

31%
One Family 
Household

61%

HOUSEHOLD STYLE

No children
50%

One child
30%

Two children
15%

Three children
5%

CHILDREN NUMBER

Waterfront
Broadway

Edinburgh 
City Centre

West Granton 
Road

Waterfront
Ave

Post-industrial Granton has not only left the community with port and industrial related land, but 
also unused open field. The strategic chosen site is located nearby the central development area as 
administered by the Government. This has provided an opportunity in introducing a large scale of 
urban agriculture which will meet the growth need of the population. 

Food suppliers in the area of Granton are identified and relationship between the green dots are 
introduced. Many people in Scotland are disconnected from their food. The identified relationship 
of the food chains shows that many people of the Granton remain profoundly unawared of how 
and where the food they eat, as well as  its ingredients that were produced. 

This project will therefore propose a centre of food chain in the city of Granton which created a 
direct food supply for the community.
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Hyrdoponics is an technology for growing plants 
without the use of soil. Instead, a nutrient-rich 
water solution is used to surround the plants routes 
for its needs. There could be the use of artificial 
medium such as sand, gravel, vermiculite, 
rockwool and etc. for mechanical support. 

There are primarily two types of hydroponics 
systems: static solution culture and continuous 
flow solution culture. 

1. WHAT ARE HYDROPONICS?



2. TYPE OF PLANTS GROWN
Leafy vegetables: lettuce, spinach, bok choy, celery, 
Swiss chard, basil

Fruits: tomato, pepper, cucumber, eggplant

Roots: carrot, radish, turnip, beet

Tubers and bulbs: potato, onion, garlic

Other Aromatic, medicinal and ornamental plants. 



3. INPUT
Different substrates are appropriate for different techniques 
to support the plant. 

Rice Husks
Perlite
Expanded Clay 
Aggregate
Vermiculite

Gravel
Wood Fibre
Sheep Wool
Rock Wool
Coconut Coir

4. OUTPUT

The process of the urban agriculture involves the process from 
production, processing, and distribution to local markets or 
grocery store for consumer. 

In terms of the yield, the average yield of the crop significantly 
increases compared to traditional methods. For example, the 
annual average yield for hydroponic tomatoes is about 40 
pounds per square foot. 

Farm
Packing and 
processing harvest

Distribution centre/
wholesale market Grocery 

store

Consumer

Restaurant

Farmers Market
or
Produce Stand



5. HYDROPONICS SYSTEMS

All hydroponics systems work on the same principle: plants grow in a sterile, soil-less me-
dium that allows delivery of nutrients to the roots directly from a nutrient-enriched water 
solution. These systems differ primarily in structure. Each of the following six systems utilizes 
a unique method to deliver nutrients to the growing plants.

i. Wicking 

The concept behind wicking is that you have a material, such as cotton, that is surrounded 
by a growing medium with one end of the wick material placed in the nutrient solution. 
The solution is then wicked to the roots of the plant. A wick system is cheap and simple to 
set up and doesn’t require any pumps or elaborate drainage systems. 

Plants grow directly in the medium and take up the nutrients as needed. These systems 
are ideal for small set-ups such as an indoor kitchen garden or collection of house plants. 
It is not, however, the most efficient delivery system and may not be able to adequately 
keep up with the needs of large or rapidly growing plants. (Exhibition?) 

https://www.fullbloomgreenhouse.com/hydroponic-systems-101/



iii. Nutrient Film Technique 

This system is better suited to a greenhouse or larger operation than for an in-home project. 
The Nutrient Film Technique (NFT) has plants suspended in plastic baskets and sometimes 
small rockwool cubes over long tubes or trays. Nutrient solution flows through the tubes onto 
the plants’ roots and then drains back into the reservoir. 

This system offers a number of advantages. With no tiny drip lines or timers, there are fewer 
components that could potentially cause problems. Individual plants can be removed and 
replaced without disturbing the rest of the system. One potential drawback of the NFT system 
is that any system failure or power interruption leaves the roots vulnerable to rapid drying. 

ii. Static solution culture 

Plants are grown in containers of nutrient solution, such as glass Mason jars (typically, in-home 
applications), plastic buckets, tubs, or tanks. The solution is usually gently aerated but may be 
un-aerated. If un-aerated, the solution level is kept low enough that enough roots are above 
the solution so they get adequate oxygen. A hole is cut in the lid of the reservoir for each 
plant. There can be one to many plants per reservoir. Reservoir size can be increased as 
plant size increases. A homemade system can be constructed from plastic food containers 
or glass canning jars with aeration provided by an aquarium pump, aquarium airline tubing 
and aquarium valves. 

https://maaassoc.wordpress.com/hydroponics/techniques/static-solution-culture/`vt

https://www.epicgardening.com/hydroponic-systems/



iv. Run-to Waste

Run-to-waste is the term used for a hydroponics system where nutrients are not recycled. 
Run-to-waste systems (typically) use an inert medium that has similar fluid retention rates 
to that of soil. That is, run-to-waste mediums retain a high degree of moisture for an 
extended period of time. Because of this, feeds are smaller and not as frequent as feeds in 
a recycling system. In the run-to-waste system plants are given a regulated dose of water 
and nutrient at such a rate that a given amount of the water/nutrient drains from the 
medium (as waste). The excess water and nutrient is then allowed to drain into some form 
of catchment away from the reservoir.  Because the nutrients are not recycled there are 
some distinct advantages associated with run-to-waste systems such as higher pH stability, 
nutrients less prone to bacteria build-up, less maintenance and etc. 

https://addloes.com/knowledge-base/hydro-
ponic-growing-systems/



2. Multilayer Racks

The number of shelf layers is determined by the height needed between shelves. For eg:15 
shelves in a 7m high room. 
(7m ÷15 shelves) 

Height of interval shelves is determined by the height of the plants. 20cm based on examina-
tion of plants with 90g fresh weight, which is a general harvest size. This allowed determina-
tion of the interval of the shelves as 40cm.

6. SCALE OF PRODUCTION

1. Hydroponic Beds

Hydroponic beds can be considered analogous to soil in an open field. They supply water 
and nutrients to the plant roots and structurally support the plants. In a plant factory, 
hydroponic systems without any soil are used because they support faster growth, avoid 
injury from continuous cropping, prevent contamination from soil or sand, and are suitable 
for mechanization, in addition to other consideratio can be assembled either in a similar way 
to DFT beds or as a combination of small separated beds with a length of 1–2m. Though a 
1%–3%incline is needed to allow the nutrient solution to flow in long beds, no incline is needed 
when the bed length is shorter than about 5m. ns. These advantages fit the aim of a plant 
factory of producing very safe vegetables in short growing periods under clean conditions. 

 DFT beds
DFT beds are assembled from molded polystyrene forms covered with polyethylene sheets 
to keep the nutrient solution at a 3–10cm depth in the beds. The length of a bed is 20–30m.

 NFT beds
can be assembled either in a similar way to DFT beds or as a combination of small separated 
beds with a length of 1–2m. Though a 1%–3%incline is needed to allow the nutrient solution to 
flow in long beds, no incline is needed when the bed length is shorter than about 5m.



1. Nursery Room - Room size is based on the size of the seedling’s cultivation’s systems 

2. Greening Room

3. Workroom and cutting room

4. Cultivation room - Room size is based on the size of the cultivation’s systems 

5. Packaging room

7. Spatial requirement 



image:https://agrotechfarm.com/en
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program’s aimprogram’s aim

The main purpose of the program is to provide a food supply 
centre for the community of Granton. The idea is to create 
a direct link between farmers and consumers. More healthy 
and affordable food for community members in respond 
to an implementation of a new large scale urban type of 
agriculture in a city which it’s population will be increasing 
due to the future development. The program is also aimed to 
promote local sustainable food production, processing and 

consumption.



Vehicular access

Foot/cycling access

Visitor centre and 
Seedling Nursery

Hydroponinc Farm Building

Hydroponinc Farm Building

Hydroponinc Farm Building

Residential Building

Storage and Distribution Centre

Granton’s Agro-Farmville



hydroponic farmhydroponic farm

Hydroponic static 
culture system

Circulation
(lift & sairs)

Monitoring area

The Hydroponic building has similar circular shape but different 
elevation strategy. The buildings are designed to receive enough 
sunlight all day for the vegetations inside on each floor while 
being harmonize with the residential building in term of shape. 
Louvres are equipped on the facade and organised based on the 
sun movement. 
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1 to 2 person dwelling
(55sqm~)

2 to 3 person dwelling
(100sqm~)

3 to 4 person dwelling
(160sqm~)

dwelling prototypedwelling prototype
The residential building is formed into a curvature shape in 
respond with the shape of the Hydroponic Farm building. 
Each dwelling unit has up to 3 bedrooms facing the south. The 
curtain wall of the building which faces the south is embedded a 
meter deep into the living area to reduce heat and glarings while 
receiving enough light.



Policy Des 5 Development Design – Amenity 

This policy applies to all new development for one or more new buildings. Buildings must meet the needs of users and occupiers, with consideration given to 
impacts on neighbouring properties to ensure no unreasonable noise impact or loss of daylight, sunlight or privacy (2). 

Policy Des 7 Layout Design

This policy is relevant for all new development involving one or more new buildings. The layout of 
development should enhance community safety and urban vitality and provide direct and convenient 
connections on foot and by cycle. Where new road space is required as an integral and necessary part 
of new development, layouts should not encourage greater car use or cause or add to congestion in the 
surrounding area (4).

4000mm

The scheme of this report is based on Architectural Design: Tectonic Unit 1 project which 
comprises of dwelling and productivity buildings (Hydroponic farm, community garden, 
visitor centre and Storage centre) for the residents and the local community in Granton, 
Edinburgh. Following the Edinburgh Local Development Plan, the project development is 
designed appropriately based on the policies provided. This report will outline the design 
policies that are integrated into the project and the planning delivery process.

Development Management Delivery Process

LEGISLATION AND PLANNING DEVELOPMENT

Residential BuildingPedestrian and cyclist 
route

Community garden

Private Indoor 
Farming

Visitor Centre

Hydroponic FarmHydroponic Farm Storage Centre

Planning PermissionPlanning Permission

Pre-application 
consultation

Application submission

Design and access 
statements

Pre-application 
discussions and
Processing agreements

Policy Des 1 Design Quality and Context

The purpose of the policy is to encourage innovation in the design and layout of new buildings, 
streets and spaces, provided that the existing quality and character of the immediate and wider 
environment are respected and enhanced and local distinctiveness is generated (1). 

The scheme of this project demonstrates the use of urban farming which draws positive 
impact to the local community in Granton. The area itself is situated in an unused open 
field beside the abandoned madelvic car factory. The scheme design of the elevation of 
the building form respects the neighbouring building and the design layout offers a green 
landscape with planted trees to enhance the appearance of the area around.

2

3

1

2

1

Madelvic Car 
Factory



Policy Des 5 Development Design – Amenity 

This policy applies to all new development for one or more new buildings. Buildings must meet the needs of users and occupiers, with consideration given to 
impacts on neighbouring properties to ensure no unreasonable noise impact or loss of daylight, sunlight or privacy (2). 

Policy Des 7 Layout Design

This policy is relevant for all new development involving one or more new buildings. The layout of 
development should enhance community safety and urban vitality and provide direct and convenient 
connections on foot and by cycle. Where new road space is required as an integral and necessary part 
of new development, layouts should not encourage greater car use or cause or add to congestion in the 
surrounding area (4).

1200mm1500mm1400mm4000mm

Policy Des 7 requires the development 
to include a safe layout path for the 
community in reducing the need for car 
use. Based on Section 2.2 Inclusive Mobility 
[5], the minimum width requirement for the 
pedestrian is 700mm while the requirement 
for a wheelchair guided by another person is 
1500mm. The cyclist path should have at least 
1200mm width with 850mm outer radius 
turning cycle following the LTN 2/08 Cycle 
Infrastructure Design [6]. 

Therefore, the inclusive design of this scheme 
for the shared path for the pedestrian 
and cyclist fulfilling the standard design 
requirement.

Based on Policy Des 5, the development 
must not adversely be affecting the amenity 
of neighbouring developments. The form of 
the Hydroponic Farm building is designed 
to allow the daylight to reach the residential 
building, especially during the winter solstice.  
At the same time, the form allows a wider 
view from the residential building. 

The policy also stated in Edinburgh Local 
Development Plan to provide a clear 
distinction between the public and private 
spaces [3]. The design scheme of the project 
compromises private community area which 
is enclosed by a semicircular building. Thus, 
this policy is accomplished through the 
design layout of this project.

Development Management Delivery Process

Reference [1] The City of Edinburgh Council, “Edinburgh Local Development Plan Maps,” The City of Edinburgh Council , no. November (2020), https://edinburghcouncil.
maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=d1e3d872be424df5b89469de72bb03bd, 93.
[2] The City of Edinburgh Council, “Edinburgh Local Development Plan Maps,” https://edinburghcouncil.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=d-
1e3d872be424df5b89469de72bb03bd, 95.
[3] ibid 95.
[4] ibid 96.
[5] Wright, Steve, and Heidi Johnson-Wright. “Inclusive Mobility.” Planning 84, no. 2 (2018): 15..
[6] (Department for Transport, 2008) DfT. “Cycle Infrastructure Design.” Local Transport Note 2/08, no. October (2008), 37.

STAGE 1- Identification of issue

STAGE 2- Identification of appropriate project type

STAGE 3- Detailed assessment of identified issue

STAGE 4- Design development and appraisal of 
option

STAGE 5- Process of design approval

STAGE 6- Construction

STAGE 7- Monitoring process

Path Planning Delivery 
Process 

Planning PermissionPlanning Permission ValidationValidation ConsultationConsultation ConsiderationConsideration DeterminationDetermination ConstructionConstructionBuilding StandardBuilding Standard

Application submission
Application submission

Application approved

Notice published in local 
newspaper

Professional planning 
consultants

Report of handling Review/Appeal

Review/Appeal

Build begins

Notice of Development

Building Warrant applicationNeighbour notificationDesign and access 
statements

3
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Ground Floor

Residential Building
1. Living Room
2. Kitchen
3. Bathroom
4. Toilet
5. Bedroom
6. Balcony
7. Gallery
8. Shared kitchen
9. Double height lounge Area

Visitor Centre;
10. Receptionist room
11. Hydroponic seedling nursery
12. Toilet
13. Trolley collector room

Hydroponic Farm Building
14. Hydroponic Raft System
15. Monitor space
16. Nutrient solution tanks
17. Lift
18. Toilets
19. Cafeteria

Storage Centre
20. Product cleaning and packing space
21. Freezer Room
22. Office
23. Main storage space
24. Toilets
25. Product pickup access road

Outdoor
26. Community garden
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